
BACKROUND AND MOTIVATION

Safe-by-Design (SbD) has been a topical issue over the last few

years which has been addressed in many ways from aligning it with

solutions similar to drug design and development to more high-level

approaches which are more concerned with the health and safety

governance associated with the production of chemicals and

nanomaterial. More generally health and safety management takes

its cue from two concepts. The first is the Precautionary Principle

where the controlling policy is based on the public’s perception of

risk. The second concept arises from the control being determined

from Evidence-Based Decisions. The SABYDOMA approach leads

on from the latter concept where SbD is underwritten by control

system technology and software as depicted in Fig. 1.

1. Connecting biomembrane sensor to nano production-line and MRA.

2. Connecting cell-line screener to nano production-line.

3. Safe-by-Product-Design (SbPC) and Safe-by-Process-Control (SbPC)

programmes to underwrite SbD technology to manufacture safe-nano.
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Figure 2: SABYDOMA structure with built-in exploitation strategy.

SAfety BY Design Of nanoMAterials –

From Lab Manufacture to Governance and Communication: 

Progressing Up the TRL Ladder (www.sabydoma.eu)

In the two years of the project the following major innovations have been achieved:

1. The previously developed HISENTS biomembrane sensor has been further automated, refined, duplicated, validated and successfully

transferred to APPNPS ready for demonstration in an industrial environment (Fig. 3).

2. A flow-through production line platform (Fig. 4) has been built-up and scaled-up for the manufacture of Ag nanoparticles. The nanoparticle

quality has been validated against nanoparticles synthesised by established procedures. The system has been duplicated and poised for

its transfer to APPNPS.

3. The mini-release accelerator (MRA) flow cell technology has been fully developed for the rapid release testing of medical and electroplated

coatings. This is being duplicated for transfer to RESCOLL and Cnano respectively (Fig. 2). The MRA is in the process of being coupled to

the Biomembrane sensor for fast initial screenings of coatings.

4. A cell-line embedded on-chip in parallel flow-cell (Fig. 5) ready to be coupled to production line for point of source screening.

A HIGHLY INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO THE SAFE-BY-DESIGN PARADIGM: 

THE SABYDOMA STORY 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES / RTD ACTIVITIES

SABYDOMA addresses developments in Safe-by-Design (SbD) by

examining four industrial case studies where the TRLs will advance

from 4 to 6. Each TRL activity will progress from being lab-based to

being industry-based. Two Case Studies are directly associated with

the Lead Demonstrator and two Case Studies include the testing the

stability of and release from composite coatings using a flow through

microfluidic flow cell system coupled to online screens (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 shows how the Case Studies are implicitly integrated within

the project’s exploitation strategy. Regulatory and governance

principles of SbD are being used to refine the project execution

of SABYDOMA.

Figure 1: The SABYDOMA innovation. Figure 4: The nano production-line.

Figure 5: The cell-line screening flow cells.

Figure 3: Duplicate biomembrane sensor installed at APPNPS.

SABYDOMA is an ambitious, 19-partner, €7.1M total / €5.97M EU contribution, 42-month, European NMBP

Horizon 2020 Collaborative Project, which aims to build high-throughput online platforms for manufacturing

safe nanomaterials using control system technology and simulations. Screening at the “point-of-production”

principle is its underlying theme.
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